Vulnerability Consolidation & Prioritization

In many organizations, there's simply no effective way to consolidate and prioritize vulnerabilities. Most vulnerability management programs are sufficient for identifying potential vulnerabilities, but in doing so actually create a new, larger problem—too much data.

DATA OVERLOAD

Traditional vulnerability management solutions often produce thousands of “high severity” vulnerabilities for the operations staff to remediate. This scan data overload leads to confusing priorities and complicates remediation efforts.

Core Insight® aggregates vulnerability data from every corner of your organization by collecting, managing and prioritizing raw network, web and client-side security assessment data. Disparate vulnerability data is consolidated across multiple locations and vendors, ultimately presented in a single dashboard.

With attack intelligence, Core Insight reveals how an attacker can traverse multiple vulnerabilities across layers of infrastructure and access your most valuable business assets. This attack simulation generates dynamic, multi-vector attack paths to critical business assets. These attack paths allow information security professionals to effectively narrow their focus on the most vulnerable points of their network, freeing up both information security and IT operations resources.

In recent deployments, Core Insight has demonstrated the ability to reduce tens of thousands of potential vulnerabilities from multiple scanners (types and vendors) by more than 70% to produce an actionable set of vulnerabilities based on consolidated data matched with known exploits.
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In recent deployments, Core Insight has demonstrated the ability to reduce tens of thousands of potential vulnerabilities from multiple scanners (types and vendors) by more than 70% to produce an actionable set of vulnerabilities based on consolidated data matched with known exploits.

**FORTUNE 500 RETAILER**

**Pain:** Vulnerability Management Data Overload

**Challenge:** Collect and correlate vulnerability management data from multiple scanners and distributed locations

**Solution:** Core Insight solved the challenge of vulnerability data overload by automating and consolidating cross-vector vulnerability assessment.

**Proof:** Core Insight consolidates Qualys vulnerability management results from 30+ global business units, as well as, analyzing and validating more than 7,000 vulnerabilities a month and prioritizing risk remediation with automated threat modeling campaigns. The cost savings across people, process and technology for this organization projects in the millions.

**HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROVIDER**

**Pain:** Limited Vulnerability Prioritization

**Challenge:** Automatically identify and prioritize vulnerabilities that represent real threats capable of disrupting business operations

**Solution:** Core Insight applies attack intelligence to simulate attacks and pinpoint material threat exposures.

**Proof:** Using Core Insight, they are able to manage and scale PCI initiatives and Tripwire IP360 vulnerability management processes. The company is utilizing Core Insight’s attack planning capabilities to automatically validate Tripwire IP360 scan results and prioritize exposure remediation.

**THINK LIKE AN ATTACKER™**

By modeling, simulating and testing what an actual attacker could do, Core Security’s Attack Intelligence Platform can help you focus on addressing the most likely threats to your critical business assets.

**CORE SOLUTIONS**

Core Security helps more than 1,400 customers worldwide identify the most vulnerable areas of their IT environments—to improve remediation efforts and ultimately secure the business.

**EXPERIENCE**

Our patented, proven, award-winning enterprise products and solutions are backed by more than 15 years of applied expertise from Core Labs research and Core Security Consulting Services.